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Affinor Growers Receives Exclusive Purchase Order from 

Barnston Island Herbs for Sweet Basil 

Montreal (Canada), June 25, 2015 - Affinor Growers (CSE:AFI, OTC:RSSFF, Frankfurt:1AF) 

(“Affinor” or the “Corporation), a diversified agriculture and biotechnology company with 

proprietary vertical farming systems, is very pleased to announce that it has received an exclusive 

purchase order from Barnston Island Herbs, BC’s original and best local grower of fine herbs, for all 

the Sweet Basil grown at Affinor’s R&D facility in Port Coquitlam, BC. 

Barnston Island Herbs is a BC owned-and-operated family business, with farms located in Surrey. 

The company is known for supplying very high quality of fresh herbs, greens and specialty 

produce to BC’s top restaurants and hotels since 1979.  

“After our inspection of Affinor’s R&D facility, and seeing the quality of the Sweet Basil that 

Affinor has produced, we are very pleased to enter into this formal agreement with Affinor to 

purchase all of the Sweet Basil produced at this facility for distribution to our premier customers” 

comments Mr. Peter Hoffmann, President of Barnston Island Herbs, adding that, “Affinor’s 

integrity and commitment to quality align well with our values. We are extremely pleased to this 

new partnership and look forward to working with Affinor”. 

Under the terms, Barnston Island Herbs agrees to provide the required bags to Affinor for 

packaging the purchased products, and to arrange the logistics required to pick up the purchased 

products from Affinor’s facility. The agreement is valid for a six-month term, effective 

immediately. Barnston Island Herbs and Affinor will look towards a possible joint venture to 

expand by installing Affinor’s vertical farming technology on lands currently owned by Barnston 

Island Herbs. As the local market leader in quality herb distribution for the Vancouver market, the 

Affinor Technology will help them increase production.  

Nick Brusatore, Affinor’s Chairman, comments: “I am very pleased and honored to work with this 

strong group as they are a great company and people who care about quality and service and have 



for many years. This is an epic event for Affinor because it demonstrates that our products are 

commercially viable and we can now begin to supply the local market and grow as a company”. 

   

About Affinor Growers Inc. 

Affinor Growers is a diversified publicly traded company on the Canadian Securities Exchange under 

the symbol ("AFI"). Affinor is focused on growing high quality crops such as romaine lettuce, herbs, 

spinach and strawberries. Affinor is committed to becoming a pre-eminent grower, using exclusive 

vertical farming techniques.  

On Behalf of the Board of Directors 

AFFINOR GROWERS INC. 

"Sebastien Plouffe" 

President & CEO 

The CSE has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this 

release 

FORWARD LOOKING INFORMATION 

This News Release contains forward-looking statements. The use of any of the words "anticipate", 

"continue", "estimate", "expect", "may", "will", "project", "should", "believe" and similar expressions 

are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Although the Company believes that the 

expectations and assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based are reasonable, 

undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because the Company can give 

no assurance that they will prove to be correct. Since forward-looking statements address future events 

and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. These statements 

speak only as of the date of this News Release. Actual results could differ materially from those 

currently anticipated due to a number of factors and risks including various risk factors discussed in the 

Company's disclosure documents which can be found under the Company's profile on www.sedar.com. 

This News Release contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the 

Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended 

and such forward-looking statements are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private 

Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. 
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